V‐Chain Solutions Presents

The Triple Green Supply Chain Event
San Francisco, California – December 11, 2008
A strategic B2B networking event for anyone looking to
improve supply chain visibility and environmental sustainability

Aligning People, Processes and Technology
Economic uncertainty, ecological concerns, and the demand for greater efficiency ‐ unfortunately,
it's the perfect storm! But for those in the know, it is possible to weather the storm ‐ and emerge
stronger, more profitable and more ecologically sound.
•

Hear industry experts map out the road to a lean, green supply chain.

•

Hear them explain how to deal with capabilities (sourcing, scheduling, inventory management,
distribution) and risks (geopolitical, security, labor, natural and regulatory) in uncertain times.

•

Hear how you can integrate long‐term sustainability into your supply chain, to not only reduce
the environmental impact but also achieve greater profitability and deeper customer loyalty.

•

Learn how to reduce your energy needs ‐ and even create a net gain for your company!

•

Get a complimentary copy of the multi‐company white paper Triple Green 2008: Proven Ways
to Go Green Today

ORACLE: Experts outline their lean and
green practices for the data center,
business applications and reporting.

V‐CHAIN SOLUTIONS: Pioneer of the triple
green initiative show the road to long‐term
sustainability and improved profits.

FUSION STORM: How to fuse technology
with service and support for a less costly,
more effective data center for your business.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES
TECHNOLOGY: Expert methods for reducing
energy costs and generating low‐cost clean
power using existing resources.

CANDIA COMMUNICATIONS: Secrets to low‐
cost, environmentally friendly business
communication that delivers results ‐ across
the supply chain.
TECHNIQ SYSTEMS: Actionable information
on how to reduce fuel consumption and
improve fleet efficiency through new
technologies, including RFID.

NZ CONSULTING and
CONSCIOUS BUSINESS CENTER: Learn the
strategies, programs and implementation
services that drive the triple bottom line:
People, Planet and Profit.

WHERE: Orchard Hotel, 665 Bush Street, San Francisco CA 94108
WHEN: Thursday evening, December 11 2008
Conference: 5:00‐8:00 pm
Networking 8:00‐9:00 pm (hors d’oeuvres and cash bar)
REGISTRATION: www.vchainsolutions.com/register
($50 in advance, $75 at door)

